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Let G be a finite abelian group, and F a global field of characteristic prime to the 
order of G. Then there exists a finite extension of F whose class group has a direct 
summand isomorphic to G. 
In this paper we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a jinite abelian group, and let F be a global field of 
characteristic not dividing the order of G. Then there exists a finite extension 
E of F whose class group has a direct summand isomorphic to G. 
This result was proved in [4] for G cyclic. Iimura [2] has proved that any 
abelian group of the form (Z/mZ)r is a direct summand of the class group of 
some number field. Another interesting related result of Yahagi [6] is as 
follows: let G be a finite abelian p-group (p a prime), and let F be a number 
field whose class number is prime to p. Then there exists a finite extension E 
of F whose p-class group is isomorphic to G. The hypothesis here on the 
class number of F is essentially necessary as we see from the following 
immediate corollary to Yahagi’s theorem: 
PROPOSITION. Let F be a number field. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) For every Bnite abelian p-group G, there exists aJinite extension E 
of F whose p-class group is isomorphic to G. 
(ii) The p-class tower of F is jinite. 
Indeed, if (ii) holds, then F has a finite extension F’ (the top of its p-class 
tower) whose class number is prime to p. By Yahagi, given any G, F’ has a 
finite extension E with p-class group G. Conversely, if (i) holds, it holds in 
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particular in the case G trivial, as F has a finite extension E whose class 
number is prime to p. This forces the p-class tower of F to be contained in E, 
for otherwise E would have a nontrivial unramitied abelian p-extension, 
contrary to hypothesis. Hence (ii). 
It follows from this proposition and the Golod-Shafarevich theorem (there 
exist infinite p-class towers) that Yahagi’s theorem does not hold for 
arbitrary number fields. In contrast, our theorem does. 
Proof of Theorem. Write G as a direct sum (gi) @ ... @ (g,), g, of 
order ei, i= l,..., r, e,-0 (modei+,), i=l,..., r-l, and write e=e,. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the roots of unity of order e. 
n,,=~ lie in F. Let S, be a finite set of primes containing the prime divisors 
of e, and sufficiently large so that the S,-class number of F is equal to 1 [ 5, 
p. 2071. The group of S,-units of F is finitely generated [5, p. 2071 so the 
extension F’ of F generated by all eth roots of S,-units is a finite abelian 
extension of F of exponent e. By [3] there exist infinitely many primes of F 
which split completely in F’. Choose one of them, say P= P,, not in S,. 
Next choose an element rri E F such that ord,(r,) = 1, and TI, is close to 1 at 
all primes dividing e, sufficiently close so that rr, is an eth power in the 
completions of F at these primes. Let ( , )P denote the eth power norm 
residue symbol in Fp [ 1, p. 1501. Now (z,, -n,) = 1 and since -1 is an eth 
power in Fp, (xi, -l)P = 1; thus (rc,, n,), = 1. Since the symbol is 
nondegenerate, there exists an element u E Fp such that (xi, u)~ = &, a 
primitive eth root of unity, and since (z,, 7~~)~ = 1, we may assume u to be a 
unit in Fp. Now choose an element pi E F,, close to u at P, so that 
(7ci, P,)~ = J&,, p, close to 1 at the prime divisors of e, and so that p, is a unit 
at all primes where X, is not. 
Write jj = e/ei, i = l,..., r, and if r > 1, set F, = F((nlpl)“f’). Choose a 
finite set S, of primes of F, S, > S,, so that the S;-class number of Fz is 1, 
where Si is the set of primes of F, above the primes of S,. Now choose a 
prime P, 6!? S,, P, #P,, such that P, splits completely in the extension of F 
generated by xi/e, p:l’, and all e,th roots of S+nits of F,. Now choose 
7~~ E F such that ordp2(rrJ = 1, 7r2 is close to 1 at the primes dividing e and 
also at P, , and x2 is a unit at all primes where rr,, p1 are not. Then choose 
p2 E F such that (7c2, p& = [,, where ( , ),,, is the eth power symbol at P,, 
pz is a unit at P,, pz is close to 1 at the primes dividing e and at P, , and pz is 
a unit wherever zi, pl, and 7c2 are not. We proceed in like manner to obtain 
for l<i<r, FzF,E**.cF~, ~,,p,, 7tz,p2 ,..., rti,pi, S,ES~~...CS;, 
p, 3 p, ,***1 Pi satisfying 
(i) F, = F((x,p, n$& ... ti~jfizj)“~f), 
(ii) the Sf-class number of Fi is 1, where Sl is the set of primes of Fi 
above Si, 
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(iii) Pi@ Si, Pi#P,,...,Pi_,, and Pi splits completely in the extension 
of F generated by njle, pilIe, j = l,..., i - 1, and all e,th roots of S/-units of 
Pi, 
(iv) rcI E F, ordpi(7ri) = 1, rri close to 1 at the prime divisors of e and at 
P 1 P-.-Y pi- 1 9 and rci is a unit wherever x,, p1 ,..., xi_ 1, pi-, are not, 
(v) pi E F, (rri, pi)Pi = c,, where ( , )Pi is the eth power residue symbol 
at Pi, pi is a unit at PI,..., Pi, pi is close to 1 at the primes dividing e and at 
P 1 )***3 pi- 13 and pi is a unit wherever n,, p, ,..., ni_ 1, pip,, 7ci are not. 
Set 
Note that Fi = F(e”fi). Set E = F(e”e). Clearly E 1 F, = F(Oeie). 
In the function field case, it is necessary to modify slightly the above 
construction in order to ensure that the field F(x:‘~I, p:lel, niJel, piiez,..., rc~l’r, 
pile,) has the same constant field as F. Let C/F be the constant extension of 
degree e. First, F(z~“l) n C = F since P, is totally ramified in F(TT~‘~~) and 
unramified in C. In the choice of p, , we may take an as yet uninvolved prime 
Q, which splits completely in C(Z:‘~I) and impose an additional condition 
on p, at Q,, namely, that p1 be a local uniformizer at Q,, i.e., ordo, = 1. 
Then C(Z:‘~I) n F@~“I) = F, whence C n F(nf”l, pi”l) = F. Next, impose 
on P, the additional condition that it split completely in C; this ensures 
C(7ryel, p:“l) n F(x:‘~~) = F, whence C n F(x;lel, p:lel, x:le2) = F. We may 
proceed in this way through all the 71i, pi. 
We now show that the class group of E has G as a direct summand. 
Clearly it suffices to prove this for the primary components of G, so let p be 
a prime dividing e and let pm’ be the exact power of p dividing ei, i = l,..., r. 
We have m, > ... > m,. We decompose the p-primary part G, of G into the 
direct sum of nonisomorphic homocyclic components, i.e., 
where Hj is the direct sum of cyclic p-groups of the same order p”j, and 
n, > n, > *** > n,. It suffices to prove that each Hi is a direct summand of 
the class group CZ, of E, since if each Hi is a direct summand of Cl,, so is 
the direct sum of the Hj. 
Let A be a maximal abelian unramified extension of E having (in the 
function field case) the same constant field as E. In the number field case A 
is the Hilbert class field of E and is unique. A/E is a finite abelian extension 
with Galois group G(A/E) N Cl, [ 1, p. 791. We will show that each Hj is a 
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direct summand of G(A/E), or rather of its character group G(A/E)^ 1 
G(A/E). To do this, it suffices to find, for each Hj, a subgroup Bj of 
G(A/E)^, Bj ZY Hi, having the following property: for every element b E Bi 
of order p”j, bP”‘-’ is not a p”jth power in G(A/E)^. (This implies that Bj is a 
direct summand of G(A/E)^, as is easy to verify by induction on the rank of 
Bj.) Accordingly, it suffices to find for each Hi an unramified extension 
Kj/E with G(K,/E) = Hj, having the same constant field as E in the function 
field case, and having the following property: for every cyclic subextension 
N/E of Kj/E of degree p, N/E is not contained in a cyclic unramified 
extension of E of degree p”ii ‘. 
Let n, = m, = m2 = ... = mi, > n2 = m,,+, = ... = miz > ... > n,, = 
m, _,+, = . . . = m,., so that Hj E (Z/p”jZ)‘j,j = l,..., s. 
“set Li = E(x~‘~“~), e = l,..., r, Kj = Lij-,+, ... L,., j = l,..., s (i, = 0), We 
begin by focusing on the L,. First, Li c E(nf”f) iE($“) = E(qf”), where 
vi = e/4. Since at every finite prime of E, either zi or vi is a unit, Li is 
unramified outside the prime divisors of e. But at those primes, both 7ri and 
vi are eth powers locally, hence these primes split completely in Li. There 
are no real primes in E, so the archimedean primes split completely in Li as 
well. Hence L,/E is unramified. 
We now show [Li: E] =pQ. Observe that Fi = F(8”fi) = F((r@,ri)“fi) = 
I;(qi’fi). Also, E=Fi(e”e)=Fi((~~i)1’e)=Fi((~ir]!’fi)1’ei)cFi(n!‘ei, (v,!‘fi)“‘i), 
Now 8“i(z:‘ei) has degree e, over Fi since this holds locally at Pi. Moreover 
(7Lj9 Vi)pi= t7i%ti)pi= (71i>Pigi=C$, a P rimitive e,th root of 1. This implies 
that the order of ri in Fj!i/F$ie is e,. (Note that vi and d are equal in 
Fj!i/Fp*iL:) It follows that [Fpi(qi”): Fpl] = e,; hence [Fi(q!le): Fi] = e, as well. 
Furthermore, F,~(z!‘~~) n Fpi(q!“) = Fp,, since the former extension is totally 
ramified over Fpi and the latter is unramified. It follows that [E: Fi] = e,, 
E CI Fi(r,!‘ei) = Fi, so E n Fi(rj’pmi) = Fi, whence [Li: E] = pm’. 
The linear disjointness of the Li from each other over E follows from the 
fact that the divisor of Pi in E remains prime in L, and splits completely in 
L, for k # i. In the function field case, we have seen that we may arrange 
things so that C n F(Ic~‘~I, p:lel,..., ?I:‘~,, p:jer) = F, where C is the constant 
extension of degree e of F. Since the composite L of the Li is contained in 
F(z;‘~‘, pi”) ,..., q-, p:‘+), L (and hence the Kj) has the same field of 
constants as E (in fact F). It is now evident that G(L/E) ‘v G, (the p-primary 
part of G), and that G(K,/E) N Hj, j = l,..., s. 
We must now show that if M/E is cyclic of degree p*ji ’ and M n Kj # E. 
then some prime of E ramifies in M. We will show in fact that some prime of 
E outside S ramifies in M. 
We may assume Sij_,+l = ... = Si, = Tj, since Fijm,+ 1 = ... = F,,. For 
convenience, let us write K = k-t-/, T = Tj, n = nj, Fi = Fij, e, = e,,. 
We may write M = E(alIP ‘), a E E. If M/E is unramified (outside T) 
then the T/‘-divisor (a) is a p”+ ‘th power: 
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(a) = ap”+‘, a a T”-divisor, where T” is the set of primes of E above T. 
Also, since M n K # E, we have 
a = n n:i bP, 
(i ) 
ij- I + 1 < i < ii, not all ti E 0 (modp), b E E. Let us write 
Then, in T”-divisors, 
ap”” = (cbp). 
Taking norms into Fij = Fi, 
N(a)p”+’ = (?‘iN(b)P), 
an equation in T/-divisors, where N = NEIFi. Taking pth roots, 
N(a)P” = (c”‘“N(b)). 
In Fi every T’-divisor is principal, so 
N(a) = (f ), f~ Fi * 
Then 
(f)P” = (@“N(b)), 
hence there exists a T’-unit u E Fi such that 
f Pn~ = c’f’“N(b). 
We may view this last equation in Fpi, where we now choose an i between 
ij.- i + 1 and ij for which ti is prime to p. Write P = Pi. In Fp (which contains 
F,), u is an e,th, hencep”th power up”, hence 
(ji~)~’ = cei’“N(b), 
and N can be viewed as the local norm since [E: Fi] = [E,: F,] = ei, where 
E, is the completion of E at a divisor of P in E (there is only one). 
Now pair each side of the last equation with 6 in the local symbol 
(1)F-=(r): 
((fiy, 8) = (fi, e”fi)p”fi 
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is an eth root of unity of order prime top. On the other hand, 
(Ce9v(b), 8) = (c, dpp (N(b), B). 
Now (N(b), 0) = 1 since N(b) is a norm from F,(B”‘) = E,. By 
construction, c is nfi mod Fte, and B is (nipiF mod F,*‘, hence 
(c, e) = @:I, 7-&p) = (7ci, 7ripip 
= (7cir pip/‘, 
hence 
(c, @)eilP = (ni, pi)fifiei/P = 1;2e/P, 
an eth root of unity of order p, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The above proof actually yields a stronger statement. 
THEOREM f. Let G be a finite abelian group, F a global field of charac- 
teristic prime to the order of G, and S a finite set of primes of F. Then there 
exists a finite extension E of F and unramtjied abelian extension K of E with 
G(K/E) N G having the following property: for every abelian extension A/E 
containing K and unramtjied outside S, A is a direct composite KK’, where 
K’ is a subfield of A such that K n K’ = E. 
The field E here is the same as in the proof above, K is the composite of 
the Kj in the proof above, where we assume without loss of generality that G 
is a p-group. Also the set S, is assumed to contain the set S given in 
advance. It is required to show that every A/E as in Theorem # has the 
stated property, where we may assume that A is a p-extension. Let 
X = G(A/E). Then X is a finitely generated abelian pro-p-group, so 
where Z; is the direct sum of r copies of the p-adic integers, and X, is a 
finite abelian p-group. Then 
where - denotes the dual. Let Y = G(K/E). We want to prove that Y is a 
direct summand of 2. The argument in the proof (applied to the new A) 
shows that every homocyclic component H of Y satisfies H np”J? = 0 where 
p” = exp(H), which implies that H is a direct summand of 2. By the 
uniqueness of decomposition of X as the direct sum of (Q,/ZJ (the 
divisible part of 2) and X,, (the reduced part) which is finite, Y is a direct 
summand of 2. This proves Theorem #. 
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In particular, if F is a number field and m is any modulus for E involving 
only primes above S, then G is isomorphic to a direct summand of the ray 
class group mod m of E. Another consequence is that K is linearly disjoint 
over E from every Z,-extension of E, where p is a rational prime below a 
prime of S. 
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